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WHO WE ARE
With a track record spanning more than 25 years, FPL’s Management Consulting
Practice is the recognized industry leader in helping clients achieve their
strategic and financial objectives. Focused exclusively on the commercial real
estate industry, our functional expertise includes organizational design, staffing
optimization, human capital management, strategy, financial transactions,
governance, and compensation. This expertise, combined with data-based
analytics and our ability to build consensus, leads to successful conclusions
for our clients — from the largest institutional and publicly-owned firms to
family-owned companies and private partnerships. For each client, we serve
as a trusted resource and advisor, leveraging our deep industry knowledge
and insights to drive positive outcomes.

Why Work with Us
•

200+ projects per year for real estate

•

size categories, strategies, sectors, and markets

clients across the globe

•

Deep

understanding

of

industry

•

that drive real estate organizations
Unparalleled

access

to

real

•
time

market data and industry practices via
proprietary, in-house data resources

Trusted

Consultants

to

international

real

to

our

clients,

providing

prominent
estate

domestic

and

associations

(e.g.,

NAREIM, NAREIT, Preqin, ICSC, REALpac, and
ANREV) and conduct annual surveys on their
behalf
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advisor

unbiased, well informed counsel

dynamics and the business fundamentals

•

Experience working with companies across all
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SERVICES + CAPABILITIES
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Selected Assignment Offerings

to market standards across a variety of financial, organizational, and

Not sure
how we
can help?

operational performance criteria. The analysis utilizes a custom peer set

Engage us to help answer the

of like-kind firms to ensure appropriate “apples to apples” comparisons.

most critical questions facing

Data is sourced from FPL’s proprietary database which represents the most

your organization.

Organizational & Financial Benchmarking
FPL conducts a benchmarking analysis to assess how our client compares

comprehensive aggregation of enterprise performance metrics in the real
estate industry. Topics covered in these analyses vary but can include,

•

Are

we

operating

among other things, revenue performance, margins, aggregate expenses

as effectively and efficiently

as well as a breakdown by component, headcount (in aggregate and by

as we could be? How does

function), staffing mix, employee workloads, and many others.

our financial performance
and organizational structure

Comprehensive Diagnostic
FPL’s Diagnostic is a “check-up” to assess the overall health of your business.

compare with peers?

•

How

will

our

firm’s

The process is designed to evaluate our client’s performance from a financial,

ownership,

operational, and organizational perspective, specifically covering five key topics:

and organization need to
evolve as today’s leaders

1. Top-line financial performance
2. Organizational structure

governance,

near retirement?

•

3. Staffing efficiency

How

can

we

structure

our organization to best
support the achievement of

4. Incentive alignment
5. Culture, communication, team cohesiveness

our strategic objectives?

•

hope to be five years from

FPL conducts a wide-ranging review of our client’s platform across each

now and how do we get

of the aforementioned dimensions, comparing practices against external

there?

market peers as well as collecting feedback and perspectives from key
internal constituents. Our findings are then summarized in a comprehensive
report of findings highlighting the key areas that warrant attention.

Strategically, where do we

•

What key strategic trends
will influence our business
over the coming years and
how

can

we

position

ourselves to capitalize on
those trends?
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Ownership Transitions
Across the industry, the visionary founders that have led their respective firms for decades are nearing
retirement, making succession planning an incredibly important consideration. One critical component
of planning for this type of transition is how company ownership will evolve as the involvement of the
founder or founders changes over time. FPL has extensive experience working with clients to plan for
and structure internal transitions of ownership. We help our clients to determine:

•

Who should be brought into ownership

•

How much should be shared

•

Over what period of time

•

How transitions should be structured

We arm our clients with detailed market data on how other firms have approached similar transitions,
including the various mechanisms for effectuating the transition (such as buyouts, earnings payouts,
grants, recapitalizations, etc.). We then work as a close confidant to our client to design an approach
tailor made to fit their unique situation.
Customized Market Studies
Oftentimes FPL will work on behalf of a client to address a one-off research question facing the
industry. In these circumstances, FPL works closely with our client to design a study aimed at
addressing the key open questions our client is looking to gain market insight into. We then reach
out to relevant peer firms to conduct interviews and understand how other firms are approaching
the topic at hand. We then prepare a market report outlining the findings of our study for our client.
The benefit to using a third party is that peer firms are willing to speak candidly with FPL since
all individual conversations are confidential. Moreover, we have the relationships at these firms to
ensure participation in the study. Finally, we have the broader context of understanding the industry
and the organizations, thus allowing us to distill the findings accurately and in comprehensive
fashion. Examples of recent market studies include adoption of innovative technologies, approaches
to sustainability, fee structures, and capital raising organizational practices.
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Representative Client List
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Josh R. Anbil is a Senior Managing Director with FPL Associates and
heads the firm’s consulting business. In this capacity, he focuses on
helping clients address their most critical business issues related to
strategy, compensation, and organizational design.
Since joining FPL in 2004, Mr. Anbil has worked on more than 800 projects
for real estate clients. He specializes in advising privately-owned real
JOSH R. ANBIL

estate firms, including real estate investment managers, private equity

Senior Managing Director

firms, owner-operators, developers, family-owned companies, services

FPL Associates

firms, and mortgage finance companies.

+1 312-893-2315

Mr. Anbil is a recognized leader throughout the industry and has

janbil@fplassociates.com

spoken at conferences hosted by National Association of Real Estate
Investment Managers (NAREIM), Young Presidents’ Organization (YPO),
Pension Real Estate Association (PREA), ANREV, and NAREC/PeerSpan,
as well as client-sponsored events.
Prior to joining FPL, Mr. Anbil worked for Lincoln Financial Group. Earlier,
Mr. Anbil worked at Hewitt Associates, Inc. and PricewaterhouseCoopers.
He received his B.S. in Finance from the University of Illinois, College of
Commerce and Business Administration.

Erin is a Senior Director in the management consulting group within FPL
Associates. In this role, she is responsible for leading client engagements
related to organizational structure and design, generational transitions
and ownership transfers, governance structures, strategic planning,
and specialized research, among others. In her time at FPL, Erin has
worked on hundreds of engagements with clients ranging from large,
ERIN GREEN
Senior Director
FPL Associates
+1 312-893-2359
egreen@fplassociates.com

institutionally-owned firms to regional, family-owned firms to private
partnerships. Her focus is on partnering with her clients to solve the
critical business issues hindering performance and driving positive
outcomes for the future.
Prior to joining FPL in 2011, Erin worked at Berry Plastics Corporation
where she was responsible for new business development and
managing relationships with corporate clients. Erin graduated from
Michigan State University with a B.A. in Marketing.
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About
FPL

FPL is a global professional services firm that

Ferguson Partners

specializes in providing solutions to the real

With an emphasis on the right fit, Ferguson Partners offers

estate and a select group of related industries.

services in executive and Director recruitment,. We also

Our committed senior professionals bring a

offer a full range of leadership services including CEO

wealth of expertise and category-specific

and

knowledge to leaders across the real estate,

assessment

infrastructure, hospitality and leisure, and

FPL Associates

healthcare services sectors.

Focusing on a wide array of business needs, FPL Associates

senior

executive
and

succession

coaching,

and

planning,
team

leadership

effectiveness.

assists with the assessment, design and implementation of
Comprised of two businesses that work

compensation programs. We also provide organizational,

together, FPL offers solutions and services

financial & strategic consulting, bringing a wealth of industry

across the entire business life cycle:

and category-specific expertise to a broad range of projects.

Our service
offerings

F E R G U S O N PA R T N E R S

EXECUTIVE
SEARCH

LEADERSHIP
CONSULTING

COMPENSATION
CONSULTING

MANAGEMENT
CONSULTING

Board/Trustee
Recruitment

Succession Planning

Benchmarking

Strategic Planning

Assessment for
Selection or
Development

Program Design

Organizational
Design

Board Assessment
Chairmen/CEOs/
Presidents

Our industry
practices

Executive Coaching

Contractual & Policy
Arrangements

Corporate Finance

Surveys

Specialized
Research

Finance, Residential

Sports & Recreation,

Private Equity/Real

Mortgage Investment/

Amusement Parks &

Estate Investment

Finance, Homebuilders,

Attractions

Infrastructure,
Engineering
& Construction

Senior Management/
Corporate Officers

Team Effectiveness

Real Estate

Managers, Public (REITs)
& Private Owners/

Our office
locations

F P L A S S O C I AT E S

Corporate Real Estate

Infrastructure Investing:

Healthcare
Owners/Investors/

Developers, Property

Hospitality &
Leisure

Services (Brokerage)

Lodging (Brands/Owners),

of Seniors Housing,

Firms, Commercial

Gaming Resorts &

Hospitals, Health Care

Mortgage Investment/

Casinos, Restaurants,

Service Providers

CHICAGO

LONDON

HONG KONG

NEW YORK

Operators/Financiers

SAN FRANCISCO

SINGAPORE

Transport, Energy,
Social Infrastructure;
Construction &
Engineering

TOKYO

TORONTO
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